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HANDS DOWN, UP, AND OUT
A new friendship
People who know me (Roberta) may have

but I trust you will continue to care for her), I also

heard me talk about praying using hands down

(hands up) receive this blessing of an okaasan,

(releasing/confessing posture), hands up

an older woman/mother, who is both sweet with

(receiving posture), and hands out (blessing

our boys and encouraging to me. I thought

posture). I first got the idea from a Richard

leading this kind of prayer meeting would make

Foster book 15 years ago, and it has been one

her feel extremely uncomfortable as it’s outside

of the more consistent ways that I pray because

of the form that she is used to, yet she was very

it is easy to remember and helps me focus.

aﬃrming afterwards as she ate lunch and shared

Two weeks ago, I wrote out a script of sorts
for leading a prayer meeting at the church plant

more of her story with us.
We continue to pray for more teammates

and practiced it with my Japanese tutor.

for the church plant here in Higashi Shiogama.

Although very modest, it felt something like a

Perhaps she is part of God’s provision. Would

milestone to awkwardly and imperfectly lead that

you join us in praying for her and her family

time. Even though I had rough spots, I enjoyed

(husband, 2 adult children, and 3 grandchildren)?

sharing this way to pray with these friends.

Would you humor me by placing your hands

One of the attendees was a 75 year old lady

outward and praying with me: Jesus, we ask for

(K-san) who lives a short walk away. She is a

this family to return to you. Bless them with your

believer and has been coming consistently to the

presence, pursue them with your Spirit, remind

twice-a-month worship services. As I’ve been

them of your Word. Give them the gift of faith as

quite sad about our friend E moving to Europe

well as courage to respond to you. We bless

(hands down: Lord, I release E to you. I confess

them and thank you for what you’re doing and

feeling lonely and disappointed that she’s away,

will continue to do.
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Our boys were all born in Japan but
have American passports. Can you
guess what their favorite food is?
A)
B)
C)
D)

Spaghetti and meatballs
Chicken enchiladas
White rice and miso soup
Chicken McNuggets

APPEARANCES CAN BE DECEIVING
Precision, control, and perfection
The first time I (Roberta) came to Japan

value in the precision, control, and

in March 2011, I was pretty anxious. A lot
was at stake for our future as Robert and I

perfection that I now see as Biblical
virtues with plenty of verses to back

had already applied and been accepted with

them up - ones that I glossed over as a

A2 as a couple. I knew this trip wasn’t a

young American who spouted about

vacation or a normal vision trip. It felt more

“authenticity” and “messy is

like an arranged marriage to a place and a

beautiful.” These values in

people I felt assigned to but didn’t know and

Japanese culture are often part

didn’t love. I could articulate sensing God

of being kind, conscientious,

pulling me to Japan (like a mule), but I came

hard-working, even godly. Yet

with a lot of fear, grumpiness, and perhaps

they can also have a dark side

even a distrust of how “other” I perceived it

leading to isolation,

to be.

perfectionism, and inauthenticity.

First impressions

Hyper-pruning

Some of my first impressions included

Some of our
neighbor’s
manicured trees

Regarding the trees, I can now

mom’s hair and makeup are always
perfect and the kids are stylishly
dressed. Being in her home made me both
grateful to be invited in yet overwhelmed by

the incredibly clean (and complicated)

appreciate the way sculpting and

the dysfunction. The grandpa was

toilets, the crowded yet silent and extremely

maintaining control allows them to be

downstairs, and my friend told me they

punctual trains, and the amazingly eﬃcient
customer service. I also remember thinking

planted in spaces that otherwise wouldn’t
allow for much green. I think of the

haven’t talked with him in 2 years because of

(and saying dramatically), “The trees here are

manicured trees as a bit of a metaphor for

another room playing video games, and she

manicured within an inch of their very lives!”

Japan: in a land of volcanoes, earthquakes,

told me he doesn’t spend time with them,

I like big, wild, and free: Japan seemed to

and typhoons, people live in constant

even eating his meals by himself when he is

like tiny, manicured, and controlled. Then

awareness that there is a lot beyond our

home. She is in many ways a functional

there were the women. “It’s a country full of

control. Those things that can be controlled

single parent (and a working one at that),

robotic, perfect Stepford wives!” My

are sometimes hyper-controlled. While I still

and I imagine the stress and pain involved in

perception was there wasn’t a wrinkle on

feel aﬀectionate when I see big and wild

the family dynamics have contributed to

their clothes, a blemish on their skin, nor a

trees, I appreciate the art and attention to

being ill frequently, tired, and sometimes

shade of emotion in their bland pleasantness

detail in the landscaping.

that I found suspicious ("I definitely don’t

Perfection

harsh.
When we get to see beneath the mask

belong here!” played on repeat in my mind
for 2 weeks).

As for the Stepford wife impression, I

an argument. My friend’s husband was in

of perfection, we often see significant marital

am constantly reminded that the appearance

dysfunction, histories of abuse, and shame.

of perfection is only skin deep. Many of the

We also are able to see honest friendship,

people around me, if I’m allowed past the

beauty, compassion, and the image of God
in our Japanese friends. Thank you for

softened or changed completely.

“skin,” have significant pain and joy.
Recently, the boys and I went to the

Additionally, I have come to see a lot of

home of one of J’s buddies for dinner. The

Eight years later, many of these
impressions have held (the toilets really are
the envy of the world). Others, though, have

partnering with us as we continue to grow.
- R, R, J, B & A

Partner

Specific Prayer Points

Contact Info

To partner financially:

• J’s friend and his family (p. 2)
• More teammates for the church plant in
Higashi Shiogama (including K-san, p. 1)
• Our partner church: a much-anticipated
transition of leadership will occur in the
upcoming months. Please pray for our
partner (Yukimasa-sensei) and the
church to transition well
• Language acquisition for all of us

Robert
Roberta

radair@asianaccess.org
roberta@asianaccess.org

Address:

Robert & Roberta Adair
985-0004
Miyagi-ken Shiogama-shi
Fujikura 2-6-5

Web:

www.adairupdate.com

www.simusa.org/give then click
“support a missionary” (#038207)
Or by mail: SIM USA
P.O. Box 7900
Charlotte, NC 28241-7900
Memo: R&R Adair Support #038207

when it’s too cold to play outside).
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really like chicken McNuggets and enjoy the McPlayPlace (especially
(occasionally 3) and have miso soup every day at school. They also
Answer: C and D. They eat white rice about 2 meals a day

